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About Sensory-Friendly Programming

The Lancaster Museum of Art and History's Sensory-Friendly Programming is part of the
museum's Engagement and Accessibility Initiative. With the intent of offering a more accessible,
inclusive, and enjoyable experience for visitors, we are offering sensory-friendly programming
for families experiencing autism or other hypo/hyper-sensitivities.

In developing sensory-friendly programming at MOAH, staff began by researching the obstacles
that those experiencing autism face when going to a public institution such as an art museum.
Based on this research, a survey was created and disseminated locally in both Spanish and
English with the help of AV Seed and Grow Cultivar y Crecer, a Lancaster-based 501(c)3
nonprofit whose mission is to "empower, educate, encourage and protect individuals and
families of individuals with special needs in the Antelope Valley." This nine-question survey was
designed to help the museum best understand the needs of families experiencing Autism and
other hyper/hypo-sensitivities.

Based on direct feedback from the community, MOAH developed a myriad of programs including
special open hours, multi-sensory tours, hands-on arts activities for children, maps of MOAH
galleries noting possible triggers, 'speech cards' in both Spanish and English, and Take-A-Break
Spaces where guests can use self-calming tools in a darkened, quiet environment. With the help
of AV Seed and Grow Cultivar y Crecer museum staff has been trained on how to best
accommodate visitors experiencing Autism.

Thank you for participating in Sensory-Friendly Programming! Please feel free to leave feedback
or reach out with any questions you may have.

The Lancaster Museum of Art and History
engagement@cityoflancasterca.org
(661) 723-6212
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Social Narrative

Where to Park
Parking is available along Lancaster Blvd. There are also  public parking lots and street parking.
(see map below)

Where to Enter
MOAH has several entrances, but the front entrance facing Lancaster Blvd is for the public (see
photos below). There are two sets of double doors to go through before entering the main
lobby.
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When I Arrive
The Guest Services desk is to the left, and has one or two MOAH staff members (see photo
below). At the Guest Services desk, I can pick up a printed map of the museum and a pamphlet
of the sensory-friendly resources available, a description of the art activity I can do, and short
summaries about the artwork in each gallery space. The staff at the Guest Services desk will ask
for my name and can answer any questions or concerns I have. I am then free to explore the
museum.
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Museum Rules
Rules to follow when at MOAH:

● Hands to yourself (do not touch the artwork)
● Calm body (no running)

Sensory-Friendly Resources Available
There are two "Take-A-Break" spaces available for my use. One Take-A-Break space is located
on the first floor of the museum in the right-hand corner of the Main Gallery (see photo, top).
The other Take-A-Break space is located at the end of the North Gallery, through the door on
the right (see photo, bottom). The Take-A-Break spaces are quiet and dimly lit and have several
calming tools including fidgets, a weighted lap pad, chewies, and noise-cancelling headphones.
There are also some snacks and water available.

View of the 1st floor Take-A-Break Space from the Main Gallery
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View of the 2nd floor Take-A-Break Space from the North Gallery

I am more than welcome to take a calming tool with me as I explore the museum; I just need to
return it to a Take-A-Break space or leave it with a staff member at the Guest Services desk
before I leave. The Guest Services desk also has speech cards that say "Where is the restroom?",
"Where is the exit?" and other phrases that I can take with me to use (see photo below).

Speech cards in English and Spanish
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In the MOAH Classroom, an arts activity will be set up for me to do when I feel ready. A MOAH
staff member will be in the room to show me how to do the activity.

View of the MOAH Classroom from the Guest Services desk

All of the staff at MOAH have been trained on how to make sure my time at the museum is
comfortable and enjoyable and can help me if I am experiencing any hyper/hypo-sensitivities.

Where are the Restrooms?
There are two sets of restrooms in the museum. There are two single-person restrooms down
the hallway to the right of the Guest Services desk (see photo, top). There are group-use
restrooms upstairs in the North Gallery (see photo, bottom). There is a changing table in the
restrooms on the first floor. I can also ask a staff member to help me find the restrooms.
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View of 1st floor restrooms from Guest Services desk

View of 1st floor restrooms from MOAH Classroom doors
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View of 2nd floor restrooms from the top of the stairs

Where Do I Exit?
Most exits in the museum are off-limits unless it's an emergency. The best place to exit the
museum is through the entrance where I came in (see photo below).

View of the entrance and exit from the Guest Services desk
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The Galleries in the Museum
The Lancaster Museum of Art & History has several galleries where art is displayed. Inside each
gallery, near the entrance, is a wall plaque that explains the artwork in that gallery. Wall
plaques also include artist statements and information about each artwork such as title, artist,
date, and medium. Staff members and docents will be available to answer any questions I have
about the artwork.
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Take-A-Break Spaces

During Special Open Hours, there are two "Take-A-Break" spaces available at MOAH. One
Take-A-Break space is located on the first floor of the museum in the Main Gallery. The other is
located at the end of the North Gallery, in the MOAH Boardroom. These spaces are quiet and
dimly lit and are equipped with the following calming tools:

● noise-reduction headphones (blocks out background noise while allowing for nearby
conversation; reduces noise up to 20 decibels)

● noise-off ear plugs (lightweight and minimizes distracting noises, ages 10+)
● bumpy gel cushion (gel-filled cushion that can be used at a seat cushion, mini lap pad or

for tactile stimulation)
● discovery disc (animal pieces hidden among colorful pellets, sealed in a large clear disc

for pressing, squeezing and moving)
● fidget keychain balls (one filled with sand, one filled with fine pellets and one filled with

small balls -- for squeezing and fidgeting)
● grab it balls (palm-sized with peg-like protrusions for chewing and fidgeting)
● medium weighted lap pads (deep pressure that can be used across the lap when sitting

or across the back when lying down)
● tangram gel puzzle (gel-filled geometric shapes that can be squeezed and squished)
● textured pencil toppers (smooth ridges for chewing and fidgeting)
● high five chews (hand-shaped chewies with a raised pattern on each finger)
● nuts and bolts fidget rod (twist, fidget, and problem solve! Not to be mouthed/chewed)
● lizard squishanimals (can be pulled, stretched, and snapped)
● rollease (smooth, pocket-sized fidget balls that can be rolled across the palm or arm)

Our calming tools are safe for ages 3+ unless otherwise noted.

Each Take-A-Break Space also has spray disinfectant and/or hand sanitizer, snacks, water, and
chairs.
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MOAH Map: 1st Floor
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MOAH Map: 2nd Floor
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MOAH Map: 3rd Floor
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Multi-Sensory Tour Information

As part of the Sensory-Friendly Programming, a Multi-Sensory Tour is available. Instead of
being a staff-led, speaking-heavy tour, the Multi-Sensory Tour has multiple "stations"
throughout the museum. Guests are welcome to visit a station at their leisure. Stations in the
Multi-Sensory Tour include items that are directly related to an exhibited artwork and can be
touched, smelled, listened to, or tasted. A MOAH staff member will be at each station to explain
the items and artwork.

Below is a list of Multi-Sensory Tour stations available for Golden Hour: Photography from the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

1. Ansel Adams, Sand Dunes, Sunrise, Death Valley National Monument, 1948 (printed
later)

○ Sensory item: kinetic sand and shaping tools set up at a table
○ guests can shape kinetic sand to form their own "sand dunes"
○ About this artwork:

Ansel Adams created this photograph after several attempts to capture the dawn
light as the sun rose over the sand dunes of Death Valley. Adams once wrote, "The
desert experience is primarily one of light; heroic, sunlit desolation and sharp
intense shadows are the basic characteristics of the scene…"

2. Kevin Cooley, Controlled Burn #10
○ Sensory item: crackling fire sounds through overhead speaker
○ guests can listen to the sounds of crackling fire and adjust the volume (or mute) as

needed (with the help of a docent)
○ About the artwork:

Cooley creates artwork that explores the five classical elements: earth, air, fire,
water, and aether. Cooley says that his photography from his Controlled Burns
series shows "how we interact with nature, symbolizing our desire to conquer and
control nature, reminding us that sometimes we must fight fire with fire."

3. Rafael Cardenas, Dos De Asada
○ Sensory item: cooking sounds through overhead speaker
○ guests can listen to the sounds of preparing and cooking food, and adjust (or mute)

the volume as needed (with the help of a docent)
○ About the artwork:

Born in Jalisco, Mexico, and raised in East Los Angeles, Cardenas uses his
photography to capture the little moments in life -- especially scenes that reflect
the neighborhoods where he grew up.
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Art Activity

In the MOAH Classroom a hands-on art activity is available. When creating these art activities,
we choose a project that caters to guests that have hyper- and hypo-sensitivities by offering
different options and materials to suit different needs. The art activity isn't at a scheduled time,
so feel free to stop by if/when you feel the time is right. There will be a MOAH staff member in
the Classroom to demonstrate how to do the activity.

Today's art activity is the No-Sew Sock Snake, which can be filled with dried lentils, cellophane,
and/or Polyfill stuffing. The dried lentils create a heavier snake that can be used as a weighted
calming tool or a fidget that can be squeezed. The cellophane filling is much lighter and turns
the snake into a fidget that can be squeezed to create a crunchy, crinkly noise. The Polyfill
stuffing creates a snake that is huggable and squeezable.

Choking hazard: this project uses small googly eyes. If this poses a choking risk, guests can
choose to create eyes using felt instead.

No-Sew Sock Snake

Instructions are also available in Spanish.
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